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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we have reviewed various approaches to defining resilience and the assessment of resilience. We have seen that while resilience is a useful concept, its diversity in usage complicates its interpretation and measurement. In this paper, we have proposed a resilience analysis framework and a metric for measuring resilience. Our analysis framework consists of system identification, resilience objective setting, vulnerability analysis, and stakeholder engagement. The implementation of this framework is focused on the achievement of three resilience capacities: adaptive capacity, absorptive capacity, and recoverability. These three capacities also form the basis of our proposed resilience factor and uncertainty-weighted resilience metric. We have also identified two important unresolved discussions emerging in the literature: the idea of resilience as an epistemological versus inherent property of the system; and, design for ecological versus engineered resilience in socio-technical systems. While we have not resolved this tension, we have shown that our framework and metric promote the development of methodologies for investigating “deep” uncertainties in resilience assessment while retaining the use of probability for expressing uncertainties about highly uncertain, unforeseeable, or unknowable hazards in design and management activities.
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1. Introduction

Increased acknowledgment of the role of resilience in augmenting risk management practice has introduced some exciting changes into the systems engineering discipline. Despite an increased prominence of the role of system resilience in various sectors of systems engineering over the past few years, substantial diversity remains among the definitions of resilience. Consequently, frameworks adopted in order to quantitatively or qualitatively assess resilience exhibit little standardization and may offer unclear guidance to systems engineers and managers.

In this paper, we review the literature to provide guidance to infrastructure system engineers by comparing risk analysis to resilience analysis. We then propose a metric for resilience measurement that incorporates three resilience capacities, absorptivity, adaptability, recoverability, with the uncertainty in models of initiating events such as natural hazards or other disruptive events. We conclude the article by discussing the role of risk and resilience analysts in exploring deep uncertainty when managing complex engineered systems.

2. Risk Vs. Resilience Assessment

2.1 Risk Assessment Overview

In engineering, typically, there are two factors that play a central role in risk assessment: the likelihood an event deemed undesirable occurs and the consequences, given the occurrence of that event. Conditional on the occurrence of an event, the consequences are also characterized by a probability distribution over their severity. In risk assessment, the emphasis is often on assessing the expected harm from the event occurring while not necessarily emphasizing the accrual of benefits to stakeholders. There are three determinants of risk: hazard (disruption),
exposure and vulnerability. First, we point out that for the purpose of this discussion probability represents the degree of belief after accounting for all available knowledge that a set of events might manifest themselves. In addition, the laws of probability help operationalize the rules of logic applicable to engineered systems at risk. While probability often provides a language for representing uncertainty, uncertainty and probability are not equivalent. These ideas are drawn from the authors’ interpretations of Kaplan [1], Pearl [2], Morgan and Henrion [3], and Schachter [4]. Next, we define a hazard as an event or set of events of concern to system owners, managers, operators, or stakeholders the occurrence of which could compromise the operation and identity of the system. The exposure to this hazard is thought of as the conjunction of the properties of the process generating the event(s) and the system properties or behaviors subjecting it to the event(s). Because the properties of the generating process are generally not known in advance, they are described in the language of probability. The behaviors or system properties subjecting the system to the event(s) may be either deterministic, or probabilistic. The probabilistic approach is especially useful when compressing aleatory variability for analytical purposes. Finally, we define vulnerability as the joint conditional probability distribution of system failure and event(s) consequences given that an adverse event has occurred. In other words, vulnerability depends not only on exposure to an event, but also on the degree to which normal system reliability is compromised during an event.

This conceptualization of risk is modeled on the ideas of Kaplan [1] concerning the risk triplet. A risk triplet includes a scenario, the likelihood of the manifestation of that scenario, and the consequences of events within that scenario. Instead of defining risk as a number, risk is defined in this more expansive approach to show more explicitly the role of management ideas, beliefs, and background knowledge in determining risk. Kaplan, writing from a Bayesian
perspective, has developed a framework where risk is more an epistemic approach to the behavior of the system than a description of the physical states and properties of the system. Other authors, including Aven and Zio [5], have taken a similar approach. On the other hand some authors, including Haimes [6], argue that risk is an inherent property of an engineered system. Haimes defines risk as the measure of probability and severity of consequences [6].

Modeling the system with a specific event scenario and evaluating the consequences as functions of the threat, the vulnerability and resilience of the system and the time of the event have a central role in this approach. Suffice it to say that for the purpose of this article, our ideas about risk more closely follow those of Kaplan, Aven and others who highlight that risk descriptions are based in the extant knowledge and conceptualization of the system at a given point in time. This dependence of the risk conceptualization on current knowledge is explicitly discussed in Schachter [4].

Understanding the nature of and reducing the level of risk pertaining to an organization in general or a particular system within an organization are the major tasks in risk assessment. But we also need mechanisms to make a system or an organization more resistant, effective and durable in the face of risk. The challenge lies in developing comprehensive mechanisms for endowing a system with necessary capabilities so as to cope with changing circumstances and recover quickly and efficiently from a shock event. Systems are faced with continuously changing operating environments due to the dynamics of endogenous as well as exogenous variables. As this happens, the nature of shock events also takes a variety of forms calling for more rigorous, continuous and holistic analysis of their organization and its risk management practices. The concept of resilience may enable the organizational philosophy changes needed to
manage risk from a holistic picture and ensure safety and efficiency throughout the life cycle of
the system.

2.2 Opportunities for Augmenting Risk Analysis Practice with Resilience Analysis

Resilience analysis is distinguished from risk assessment in several ways. Principally,
conventional risk assessment methods are used to determine the negative consequences of
potential undesired events, and to mitigate the organization’s exposure to those undesirable
outcomes. Risk as a measure of potential loss of any type and is associated with the uncertainty
about and severity of the consequences of a disruptive activity [7]. In contrast, resilience is an
endowed or enriched property of a system that is capable of effectively combating (absorbing,
adaptation to or rapidly recovery from) disruptive events. The resilience approach emphasizes an
assessment of the system’s ability to: i.) anticipate and absorb potential disruptions; ii.) develop
adaptive means to accommodate changes within or around the system; and, iii.) establish
response behaviors aimed at either building the capacity to withstand the disruption or recover as
quickly as possible after an impact. Anticipation refers to the ability of a system or an
organization to forecast the complete set of risk triplets and prepare itself accordingly in order to
effectively withstand disruptions. One way to prepare is by building-in reserve capacity that
may be exploited when the system is in need. Adaptability is also a crucial aspect of resilience to
be assessed. Unlike risk assessment, the resilience approach acknowledges the dynamic nature of
complex systems and postulates the ability of the system to flexibly accommodate potential
shocks without irreversible or unacceptable declines in performance, structure and function. In
fact, adaptability of a system could also mean changes in the current practices, policies and rules
in order to triumph in the face of imminent disruption of some sort. Once the disruption occurs,
the system attempts to quickly recover. For many scenarios of concern, it may be inevitable that
the system incurs loss. Preparing for these adverse events as if they are inevitable requires that regular evaluation of operational procedures, safety procedures and policy guidelines, risk assessment methods, and counter measures are key aspects of resilience assessment.

The concept of resilience has evolved considerably since Holling’s foundational definition [8], and many definitions of resilience currently exist, preventing a universal understanding of resilience. We conducted a survey of resilience definitions, and present several categories of resilience definitions in Table 1, including: critical infrastructure resilience; resilience as a safety management paradigm; organizational resilience; socio-ecological resilience and coupled ecological-engineered systems; and economic resilience. Table 1 includes a brief summary and key characteristics of each definition referenced. One anonymous reviewer of this article pointed out that some definitions of resilience are in competition with the term robustness. In engineering, robustness is often used synonymously or in place of resilience to value engineering designs. In fact, the simplified example presented later in this article closely approximates this view. These definitions are discussed in more detail in Appendix A.

3. Resilience Assessment Framework

The evolution of the concept of resilience naturally yields the development of a resilience assessment framework. This framework, illustrated in Figure 1, consists of five components: system identification, vulnerability analysis, resilience objective setting, and stakeholder engagement and resilience capacities.

3.1 System Identification

A basic requirement of a resilience assessment is the identification of the system under study. System identification entails: definition of the system domain; delineation of fundamental
and strategic objectives; identification and characterization of physical, chemical, spatial, or social characteristics; and identification of analytical goals and objectives.

3.2 Vulnerability Analysis

After system identification, the analyst or organization must determine the disruptive event(s) of concern. The disruptive event(s) is an event or set of events which make the system’s normal operating state susceptible to disruption. A multitude of equivalent terms are used in the literature, including: hazards, threats, shocks, perturbations, disturbances, disasters, and anomalies. Because the occurrence of disruptive events cannot be perfectly predicted due to epistemic or aleatory uncertainty, it is important to evaluate the vulnerability of the system to disruptive events in terms of their likelihoods.

After assessing the likelihood of the disruptive events to which the identified system is vulnerable, it is important to incorporate temporal dynamics into the analysis. This is an aspect in which our framework diverges from traditional risk assessment. Several recent authors have also indicated the importance of explicitly incorporating a time dimension into the definition of resilience, especially Haimes [6], [9], [10]; however, metrics for resilience often do not include the time dimension. Because we are concerned not just with disruptive events and their attendant likelihoods, but also the system’s resistance to and recovery from these events, the resilience assessment must explicitly incorporate time into the analysis. The dynamic aspect of resilience analysis refers not only to the timing of the disruptive event but also to the timing of the resilience actions selected. A vulnerability assessment would then dictate the appropriate resilience action to be taken. These actions could be reinforcing a system’s resistance to shock events, reorganizing resources and making structural adjustments to accommodate likely changes or enhance preparedness for recovery operations.
Vulnerability analysis at regular intervals is a key to recognizing disruptive events in advance and continuously self-evaluating and learning from incidents. Evaluating models adopted for the purposes of competence and using the feedbacks to enhance future preparedness is becoming overly challenging due to ever increasing system complexity but still provides an opportunity for piercing insights despite increased system complexity. Through continual assessment of the system’s resilience, weaknesses may be proactively identified. The most important piece of vulnerability assessment in the resilience analysis paradigm is continual questioning of the organization’s risk model, and recognition that in complex systems catastrophic failures may be inevitable.

### 3.3 Resilience Objective Setting

The ultimate goal of resilience is the continuity of normal system function. Normal system function is to be defined according to the fundamental objectives obtained in system identification. These fundamental objectives guide the analyst or organization through the navigation of multiple objectives extant in normal system function. Multiple objectives are important due to the temporal dimension of vulnerability analysis. A certain set of resilience actions may be delegated on the basis of dimensions of the system function prioritized for recovery. For example, in resilience analysis the decision context for resilience actions might be limited to a predetermined time immediately following system disruption. In this way, the analyst or organization may evaluate resilience actions in a different frame from their overall strategic decision processes.

### 3.4 Stakeholder Engagement

Stakeholders are an integral part of resilience analysis and management. In the case of critical infrastructure, for instance, the NIAC recommends coordination among varying levels of
government and Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources sectors for efficient recovery of regular services during disruption [11]. This coordination needs to span the time periods pre-, during and post-disruption to make sure that potential threats are identified and treated on time to bolster mitigation capability. In order to facilitate continuous coordination between the private and public sector, the Australian government, for example, has established the Trusted Information Sharing Network, which enables owners and operators to discuss their vulnerabilities in a non-competitive platform [12]. The ultimate goal is to effectively coordinate available resources, skills and past experience against potential disruptions to the performance of the system.

3.5 Resilience Capacities

The proposed resilience paradigm might be implemented via the set of resilience capacities outlined above: absorptive capacity, adaptive capacity, and recovery and restorative capacity. These three pillar capacities give rise to what we called the resilience triangle as illustrated in Figure 2.

3.5.1 Absorptive capacity

Vugrin et al. define absorptive capacity as the degree to which a system can absorb the impacts of system perturbations and minimize consequences with little effort [13]. In practice, though, it is a management feature depending on configuration, controls, and operational procedures. System robustness and reliability are prototypical pre-disruption characteristics of a resilient system [14]. Designing a production system with adequate buffer capacity to overcome potential blocking of a production line is, for example, an absorptive endowment. Absorptive capacity is attained through the practice of adverse event mitigation in many systems.

3.5.2 Adaptive capacity
While absorptive capacity is the ability of a system to absorb system perturbations, adaptive capacity is the ability of a system to adjust to undesirable situations by undergoing some changes. Adaptive capacity is distinguished from absorptive capacity in that adaptive systems change in response to adverse impacts, especially if absorptive capacity has been exceeded. A system’s adaptive capacity is enhanced by its ability to anticipate disruptive events; recognize unanticipated events; re-organize after occurrence of an adverse event; and general preparedness for adverse events.

3.5.3 Recovery/Restorative capacity

Restorative capacity of a resilient system is often characterized by rapidity of return to normal or improved operations and system reliability [14]. This capacity should be assessed against a defined set of requirements derived from a desirable level of service or control. In practice, recovery efforts may be daunting because of a likely conflict of interests. More specifically, it may be difficult not only to assess the costs of recovery actions, but stakeholders may not agree on the benefits accrued through recovery. The case of Hurricane Katrina offers an illustration. As a result of Hurricane Katrina, the United States Congress approved a total of $81.6 billion in supplemental disaster appropriations in FY2005 and FY2006. Because of such a large investment the Congress had an oversight interest in the ways these funds are spent and how government agencies and private organizations respond to the funding. On the other hand, significant local expertise and resources were required from stakeholders who might have viewed such large-scale federal intervention warily. Such bureaucratic interdependency creates tradeoffs identified by Weiss vis-à-vis cost, speed, authority, and responsiveness to local and national goals that may be difficult to navigate [15]. In addition, navigating these tradeoffs might be obscured by mistrust or ambiguity about the trustworthiness of government agents or
other citizen stakeholders [16]. Hence restorative capacity may be compromised if inadequate investments are made due to disagreements among stakeholders.

4. Measuring Resilience

Although we have devoted most of our discussion to the management principles involved in resilience, a metric reflecting these principles is needed for decision support and design. It has been acknowledged that quantitative metrics are required to support resilience engineering. One approach identifies organizational resilience indicators such as top management commitment, Just culture, learning culture, awareness and opacity, preparedness, and flexibility [17]. While these indicators are useful in assessing overall readiness of an industrial process or organization, they do not provide a way to quantify the three essential resilience capacities we have identified. Others have proposed quantitative metrics based on system functionality [18], [19], but we propose some additions to these previous approaches. In this section, we propose a resilience metric that incorporates the three resilience capabilities and the time to recovery. Let $S_p$ be the speed recovery factor, $F_o$ the original stable system performance level, $F_d$ the performance level immediately post-disruption, $F_{r^*}$ be the performance level after an initial post-disruption equilibrium state has been achieved, and $F_r$ be the performance at a new stable level after recovery efforts have been exhausted. Moreover, assume that these quantities are reflective of specific organization’s background knowledge, and time of disruption indicated by the subscripts $t_δ$, and $K$. The basic idea of resilience might be expressed as a resilience factor, $\rho$: 
\[
\rho_i(S_p,F_r,F_d,F_0) = S_p \cdot \frac{F_r}{F_0} \cdot \frac{F_d}{F_0}
\]

where \( S_p = \begin{cases} 
\frac{t_\delta}{t_r} \cdot \exp[-a(t_r - t^*_r)] & \text{for } t_r \geq t^*_r \\
\frac{t_\delta}{t_r} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \)

\( t_\delta \) = slack time

\( t_r \) = time to final recovery (i.e., new equilibrium state)

\( t^*_r \) = time to complete initial recovery actions

\( a \) = parameter controlling decay in resilience attributable to time to new equilibrium

Figure 3 illustrates these concepts. We define slack time as the maximum amount of time post disaster that is acceptable before recovery ensues. In other words, we want to make sure that an initial set of actions has been taken to stabilize the system at some intermediate state. Time to recovery, on the other hand, is the length of time post disaster until a system is brought back to reliable and sustainable performance in the long term. The resilience factor explicitly incorporates the time to recovery by comparing the time required for initial actions to be completed to a slack time for post-event recovery, while incorporating a decay factor to account for increases in the time it takes to reach the final post-disruption state. If the initial recovery takes longer than the slack time then the resilience metric decreases. If the initial recovery is quite efficient, but the system takes a long time to recover after initial stabilization actions, the resilience metric also decreases. Additionally, we have expressed the hardness of the system (absorptive capacity) in terms of the proportion of original system functionality (performance) retained immediately post-event, \( F_d/F_0 \). On the other hand, we have expressed the adaptive capacity of the system as the proportion of original system functionality (performance) retained after the new stable performance level has been achieved, \( F_r/F_0 \). The interpretation of these two factors is simple: the more functionality retained relative to original capacity, the higher the
resilience. Notice that this factor is not constrained on [0,1], meaning that improvements in post-event functionality are possible. To better understand these ratios, consider a case where a heavy storm knocks power out. In this case, \( F_d/F_o \) refers to the proportion of normal service level maintained despite the storm. Suppose that the utility provider distributes electric generators as a temporary solution (adaptive process) to the outage in some areas and, in the meantime, conducts impact assessment before launching recovery efforts aimed at restoring everything to normal. Such an adaptive process brings the utility to a new initial (transitional) performance level, \( F_r^* \) and provides substantial information on its preparedness to mitigate loss of functionality due to adverse events. Depending on the damage level, recovery process efforts may take up to a few weeks or even months. Eventually, the utility system may be able to restore most of its services thereby achieving a new equilibrium. Hence, \( F_r/F_o \) would mean the proportion of the normal service level retained at the new equilibrium. System performance at any given point may be quantified in a number of ways, depending on the type of the system. The Multidisciplinary Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (MCEER) suggested a specific approach that may also be extended to other systems. The MCEER’s resilience framework consisting of attributes such as robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness and rapidity enables characterization of system functionality (performance) of the system at a particular point in time [20]. These attributes in return give rise to quantifiable variables that can be combined to depict how well a system is doing at any given point in time. According to MCEER, disaster resilience, for example, may be measured by combining system failure probabilities, consequences of the failures and time it takes to optimally recover from the impacts of a disaster [21]. In the case of the metric presented in this paper, the combination may indicate system performance at a given point and that can be compared with original stable state performance level to compute the resilience factor.
Suppose one wants to extend this by incorporating the fragility of the system conditional on event $i$ occurring. Here, we define fragility as the probability of system failure, $\mu$. Let $f(\cdot)$ be the probability density function for system failure. Suppose further that system failure is a function of a parameter vector $z$. The fragility of the system under event $i$ is:

$$f(\mu|z_i)$$

This can be combined with the resilience factor as follows:

$$f(\mu|z_i) \cdot \rho_i(S_p,F_r,F_d,F_0)$$

This idea, the combination of fragility and resilience, leads to the derivation of a measure of expected system functionality degradation, $\zeta$. It is the result of integrating over the compound process generating the hazard. Because resilience actions might be expected to influence (causally) the fragility of the system, this quantity can be included as a weighting factor in a subsequent decision-analytic (e.g., risk-aversion or utility-based) framework. Note that this metric would not be a resilience metric, per se, but a weighted resilience factor.

This discussion suggests two additional metrics: (i) an entropy-weighted measure of resilience for incorporating subjective probabilities about potential disruptions; and (ii) the expected system functionality degradation. Concerning the latter, $\zeta$ is the combination of fragility and resilience weighted by the probability of occurrence of the event $D_i$:

$$\zeta = \sum_i \Pr[D_i] \cdot f(\mu|z_i) \cdot \rho_i(S_p,F_r,F_d,F_0)$$

The entropy-weighted measure of resilience for group decision support is a bit more involved. It suggests that we should be concerned not only about the consequences of highly improbable events (since they will be more catastrophic), but also that we should care about the extent to which experts or stakeholders disagree on the likelihood of those events. Suppose the
probability of a disruption, $D_i$, is given as the function of a random parameter $\lambda_i$ [e.g., $D_i \sim \text{Poisson}(\lambda_i)$]. The distribution of the “true” value of this parameter might be estimated via expert elicitation. Moreover, this expert-elicited distribution might have a parameter (or set of parameters) $\phi$. In the language of probability, we can use the law of total probability to obtain the probability distribution of event $D_i$ conditional on the expert-elicited distribution of the value of the parameter $\lambda$ (see [22], [23] for more details):

$$
\Pr[D_i|\phi] = \int \Pr[D_i|\lambda_i] \cdot \Pr(\lambda_i|\phi) d\lambda_i
$$

We then incorporate the entropy in this distribution into the resilience definition. While entropy has found some use in the engineering community as a measure of diversification impact attributable to a project portfolio [24], we employ Shannon entropy as a metric to help address deep uncertainty [25]-[31] in resilience analysis. In many disciplines entropy has been used as a measure of population diversity or disorder. We choose to use entropy in its more fundamental notion: entropy is the degree of “surprise” in the state of a random variable, multiplied by its probability of occurrence. When evaluating resilience under deep uncertainty, we want to more heavily weight the performance of the system under “surprising” conditions when compared with the most likely conditions.

There are a couple reasons for incorporating entropy into the resilience definition. The first is the idea that we want to combat the possibility of being overconfident that we are prepared for even the most highly improbable events. If an event is highly improbable, its occurrence may initiate unforeseen conditions that defy adequate preparation. The more improbable an event, the more unlikely we will be prepared for its consequences. On the other hand, if experts disagree, we may not take adequate precaution due to unclear mandates on what should be done. Note that the overconfidence we are referring to is in the sense that we may
have not devoted enough resources to the problem due to disagreement among managers and key
stakeholders or experts. This is different from the overconfidence in probability estimation
attributable to cognitive biases addressed by proper scoring rules, etc. [32]. Of course, proper
calibration must be ensured in the underlying elicitation protocol.

With these thoughts in mind, recall that the entropy in the joint distribution of the event
generation model, model parameters, and expert (or prior) parameters is [2], [33]:
\[
h(D, \lambda, \phi) = h(D|\lambda, \phi) + h(\lambda|\phi)
\]
where:
\[
h(D|\lambda, \phi) = - \int \int \int \Pr(D|\lambda, \phi) \cdot \log(D|\lambda, \phi) dD d\lambda d\phi
\]
and:
\[
h(\lambda|\phi) = - \int \Pr(\lambda|\phi) \cdot \log(\lambda|\phi) d\lambda d\phi
\]
The first term on the right hand side is the Shannon entropy in the event generation model given
the expert elicited distribution on the model parameters; the second term is the Shannon entropy
in the expert-elicited distribution on the parameter of the event generating process. We can
construct an entropy-weighted resilience metric by incorporating \( h(D, \lambda, \phi) \) into the system
resilience metric as a multiplicative factor:
\[
\eta_i = - \sum_{i} \rho_i \left( S_p, F_r, F_d, F_0 \right) \cdot h(D_i, \lambda_i, \phi)
\]
\[
= - \sum_{i} \rho_i \left( S_p, F_r, F_d, F_0 \right) \cdot \left[ \Pr(D_i|\lambda_i, \phi) \cdot \log(D_i|\lambda_i, \phi) + \Pr(\lambda_i|\phi) \cdot \log(\lambda_i|\phi) \right]
\]
This metric frames the resilience concept in the following ways:

1. We have defined a basic metric for resilience, the resilience factor \( \rho_i \), that
incorporates speedy recovery, and the resilience capacities adaptability, absorptivity, and
recoverability; and,
2. We have defined resilience as a probabilistic concept combining expert (e.g., subjective) knowledge of the underlying adverse event generating process with assessments of recoverability, hardness, and adaptability. This expert knowledge is a proxy for anticipation and preparedness.

3. To evaluate resilience actions or investments over a project life cycle, we have proposed an entropy-weighted decision support metric, $\eta$, and an expected value formulation $\zeta$, that includes the resilience factor, system fragility, and the probability of disruption. These metrics contribute to the ongoing discussion within the community by synthesizing the discipline of probabilistic risk analysis with resilience engineering. Furthermore, the metric $\eta$, more heavily weights system resilience to extreme events by contributing for each simulation of the system the system performance multiplied by the Shannon information in the event imposed on the system during that simulation. To illustrate this, consider the familiar additive form of the expected value function used in multi-attribute decision problems:

$$E[X] = \Pr(X) \cdot U(X)$$

Here, $X$ is the event of interest, and $U(X)$ is the consequence of observing a specific value of $X$. In this case, the contribution of the consequence $U(X)$ to the decision metric $E(X)$ is $\Pr(X)$. In essence, this form weights the consequences of the most likely outcomes of $X$ much more than the consequences of the more extreme outcomes of $X$. Often times, however, it may be most interesting to emphasize system performance under the most extreme conditions. The metric proposed above, $\eta$, contributes the following to the decision metric:

$$\eta(X) = -\Pr(X) \log(X) \cdot U(X)$$

When using $\eta$, extreme events are more heavily weighted than in the case of the expected value metric since the Shannon information factor increases their contribution to the decision metric.
This is useful in the case of resilience and reliability. While the average reliability or resilience will be very high when the expected value is taken, it may be of most interest to decision makers to understand the reliability of the system under the most extreme conditions. The decision metric $\eta$ is a step in this direction since the Shannon information for extreme events is much greater than the Shannon information for the most likely events.

5. Measuring Resilience: An Electric Power Example

In this section, we demonstrate the proposed resilience metric by applying this metric to the electric power network of a fictional city called Micropolis [34]. The electric power network for Micropolis is illustrated in Figure 4. Our example evaluates an infrastructure hardening decision in which planners consider whether to place overhead infrastructure east of the railroad (running next to the transmission line dividing the city down the middle) underground to reduce vulnerability to hurricanes. The fictional city project area is defined as a small North Carolina coastal city straddling Category 3 and Category 5 hurricane storm surge zones, with the city extending approximately 1 mile inland and ½ mile along the coast. The eastern area of Micropolis is primarily residential, with a small commercial/industrial area in the middle part of the eastern half of the city. Micropolis was developed by researchers at Texas A&M University in the United States to facilitate infrastructure risk and vulnerability research on realistic systems without risking the dissemination of infrastructure system information that may lead to increased public vulnerabilities. Micropolis is publicly available for download from TAMU at <https://ceprofs.tamu.edu/kbrumble/Micropolis/index.htm>. One of the current authors has studied the use of Micropolis to evaluate undergrounding electric power infrastructure in hurricane prone regions [35]. The example discussed therein will be used to illustrate the application of the resilience metric described here. As a result, the reader is referred to [35] for
more details about the configuration of this network. Only the most important details will be included here. Francis et al. (2010) studies three scenarios that form the basis of the calculations herein:

1. Scenario 1: Underground all overhead infrastructure east of the railroad;
2. Scenario 2: Underground overhead infrastructure east of the railroad in the commercial area only, leaving residential areas unaffected; and,
3. Scenario 3: Leave network configuration as-is, making no changes to Micropolis’ overhead infrastructure.

Recall from above that $S_p$ is the speed recovery factor, $F_o$ the original stable system performance level, $F_d$ the performance level immediately post-disruption, $F_{r^*}$ be the performance level after an initial post-disruption equilibrium state has been achieved, and $F_r$ be the performance at a new stable level before recovery efforts begin. In our example, we make the following simplifying assumptions:

- We assume that $S_p = 1$.
- We assume that the system returns to its normal level of service, and that $F_r = F_o$.
- In illustrating this example, the only level of service measure we will consider is the number of customers affected. Thus, $F_d/F_o$ is the proportion of customers whose service was affected by outages attributable to hurricanes.

Our resilience factor, $r_i$, becomes:

$$\rho_i(S_p,F_r,F_d,F_o) = \rho_i(F_d,F_o) = \frac{F_d}{F_o}$$

Above, we described the extension of the resilience factor by incorporating the fragility of the system conditional on event $i$ occurring. In our Micropolis example, we have defined component fragility curves conditional on hurricane wind speed and surge height. Thus, the
fragility curves directly affect $F_d$ since $F_d$ depends on the failure of specific components in the
system. As a result, instead of estimating $f(\mu|z_i) \cdot \rho_i(F_d,F_0)$ directly, we report the uncertainty
in the resilience of the system by focusing on $\zeta_i$, and reporting the distribution function on
$\zeta_i = \Pr[D_i] \cdot f(\mu|z_i) \cdot \rho_i(F_d,F_0)$. This approach to $\zeta_i$ closely resembles the risk triplet approach,
where $\Pr[D_i]$ represents the probability of a hurricane occurring, $f(\mu|z_i)$ is the probability that
the system fails given the properties of the system and its components’ configuration, and
$\rho_i(F_d,F_0)$ is the consequence of the failure conditional on the hurricane. Note that, as written
here, the resilience approach is distinct from life cycle cost analysis. Life cycle cost analysis
may be used as another input to the resilience engineering process, but the assessment of
expected system resilience we describe here does not directly require cost information. Both
approaches, however, use the same system configuration and initiating event generation
modeling to suggest inferences.

The final step in illustrating our example is to generate hurricanes to which the system
might be subject. This involves two steps: first, we propose a mechanism or model describing
the occurrence of hurricanes; second, we propose a model describing the parameters of the
hurricane occurrence model. For the occurrence model, we assume the number of hurricanes in
a given season has a Poisson distribution with a single parameter, $\lambda$. The number of hurricanes
depends on three parameters, El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Sea level pressure anomaly
(SLP), and a temperature-related covariate CRU through a Poisson generalized linear model
(GLM). This model’s predictive accuracy and development is described in Francis et al. (2010)
and is based on climate data reported by Sabattelli and Mann (2007). This two-part model can
be used to demonstrate the entropy-weighted measure. While we don’t obtain expert-elicited
probability distributions for the Poisson-GLM parameters, we can simulate from a joint “prior”
distribution for ENSO, SLP, and CRU. We assume that these parameters have a joint
multivariate normal distribution. From this distribution, the entropy in $\Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \cdot \Pr(X)$ can be
calculated as:

$$h(\lambda_i \mid X) = \int -\Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \cdot \Pr(X) \cdot \log \left[ \Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \cdot \Pr(X) \right] dX$$

where $X_i$ is one random draw from the joint “prior” distribution on ENSO, SLP, and CRU. We
will assign a “prior” distribution for the coefficients in the link function for our hurricane
generation model. The link function will then be used to compute lambda for each hurricane
season before that season is simulated. The contribution this makes to the resilience metric is
based on the Shannon entropy in the hurricane model given ENSO, SLP, and CRU:

$$h(D_i \mid \lambda_i, X) = -\log(D_i \mid \lambda_i, X) = \int -\left[ \Pr(D_i \mid \lambda_i, X) \cdot \Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \right] \log \left[ \Pr(D_i \mid \lambda_i, X) \cdot \Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \right] dX$$

We can now compute $\eta_i$ by combining the entropy in lambda with the entropy in the
hurricane model, then multiplying by the resilience under each hurricane occurrence:

$$\eta_i = \rho_i(F_d, F_0) \cdot \left[ h(D_i \mid \lambda_i, X) + h(\lambda_i \mid X) \right]$$

$$= \int -\rho_i(F_d, F_0) \cdot \Pr(D_i \mid \lambda_i, X) \Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \cdot \log \left[ \Pr(D_i \mid \lambda_i, X) \Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \right]$$

$$- \rho_i(F_d, F_0) \cdot \Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \cdot \Pr(X) \cdot \log \left[ \Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \cdot \Pr(X) \right] dX$$

and,

$$\eta = \int \int -\rho_i(F_d, F_0) \cdot \Pr(D_i \mid \lambda_i, X) \Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \cdot \log \left[ \Pr(D_i \mid \lambda_i, X) \Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \right]$$

$$- \rho_i(F_d, F_0) \cdot \Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \cdot \Pr(X) \cdot \log \left[ \Pr(\lambda_i \mid X) \cdot \Pr(X) \right] dD dX$$

In this example, we compute $\eta$ via Monte Carlo integration.

The results of this approach are shown in Table 3. Table 3 illustrates the relationship
between $\zeta$ and $\eta$ for the residential and commercial customers in Micropolis. For these
simulations, a hurricane occurred only 3257 of 50000 simulated project-years (6.51%) in Scenario 1, 3242 of 50000 in Scenario 2 (6.48%), and 3277 of 50000 in Scenario 3 (6.55%). The results in Table 3 indicate that, as defined in this article, undergrounding electric power infrastructure in the districts of Micropolis east of the transmission line attains a higher resilience score and entropy resilience score. This result is true even for the option in which only undergrounding is pursued for the commercial district. These results are in contrast to the decision analysis conclusions obtained in Francis et al. (2010) in which, from a life-cycle cost perspective, undergrounding the electric power infrastructure in Micropolis is never indicated as a more optimal outcome. This result shows that resilience and reliability analysis must be conducted in close consideration with life cycle cost analysis and analogous techniques, as the two techniques may lead to competing conclusions. In fact, one anonymous reviewer of this manuscript addressed this relationship. In some instances, while resilience, including the three dimensions presented above, is important in decision space, the cost of different levels of resilience may be at least as important. Moreover, different stakeholders may perceive the cost of different levels of resilience quite differently. These challenges have been the subject of investigations by Tsang, Lambert, and Patev [36] and Zhou et al. [37].

In this example, the resilience score, η, may not lead to a different conclusion than that indicated by the expected resilience score ζ, as both scores lead the decision maker to consider undergrounding electric power infrastructure a more highly rated approach to hardening Micropolis against hurricane storm surge. It is possible that for some systems, however, there may be large differences in the resilience factor, \( f(\mu|\xi_j) \cdot \rho_i(F_d,F_0) \), due to large differences in system fragility under extreme events. In these cases, there may be a much larger distinction
among alternatives under consideration, and computing $\eta$ may be a useful way to explore the uncertainty extant in the proposed models of the initiating event(s).

6. Summary

In this paper, we have undertaken a review of various approaches to resilience definition and assessment. Based on this review, we have proposed an alternative metric for measuring resilience that incorporates knowledge uncertainty as an integral input into evaluating system resilience.

Despite our efforts, some important challenges and disagreements have not been addressed. Among these, we will discuss: (i) the idea of resilience as an epistemological property of the system [7], [38]; and, design for ecological versus engineered resilience in socio-technical systems [39]. We have hinted at these issues, but have not necessarily proposed a solution to these arguments.

The idea of design for ecological versus engineered resilience in socio-technical systems is an emerging concept that advocates the design of engineered systems based on the ecological principles of diversity, adaptability, interconnectedness, mutual evolution, and flexibility [39]-[42]. Investigators developing these ideas are motivated by the idea that irrevocable uncertainty leaves risk-optimized systems vulnerable to catastrophic failures attributable to unknowable or unforeseen events. As a result, efforts in design should be allocated to increase emphasis on “safe-fail” rather than “fail-safe” provisions. In the present authors’ opinion, this point of view is compelling. In fact, we believe the engineering and infrastructure research and practice community has also recognized these problems and has developed some alternatives to traditional risk-based decision analysis and optimization including info-gap theory [43], [44], and the recognition of deep uncertainties in portfolio evaluation [26], [29]. The Fukushima
disasters and Deep Water Horizon oil spill have highlighted the potential consequences of continuing in a fail-safe design philosophy.

Our discussion has not resolved this one way or the other, aside from recognizing that both sides are examining the same elephant. It is clear that catastrophic failures are unavoidable. In fact, this is rooted in the basic premises of probability theory. Both sides have recognized this. The disagreement, or mutual search if you will, is in regards to how we incorporate this irreducible ignorance into design and management. The present authors advocate somewhere in the middle, arguing for continued use of probabilistic thinking in a resilience analysis framework based on continual evaluation and innovation.

These comments lead to the next question: is resilience intrinsic to the system, or is resilience a management concept dependent on the configuration and rules of operation of the system, and belief about the relevant hazards? While it is clear from our discussion we propose that resilience is an outcome of the beliefs about the system, it is also compelling to think of resilience as inherent to the system. In systems where aleatory uncertainty dominates epistemic uncertainty, it may be more attractive to assume that resilience is dominated by system state manifestations and approach design problems from a perspective of engineered “fail-safe” resilience. Our interpretation of recent research, however, indicates that epistemic uncertainty is much more important to the design and operation of complex systems. Epistemic uncertainty not only influences hazard perception, but indirectly influences system configuration and operation based on the perceived hazards and operating conditions.

These thoughts leave us in an uncomfortable position regarding the roles of probability, uncertainty, and metrics in resilience analysis. While it may be attractive to use only the concepts of uncertainty in system design, mathematically we often use the language of
probability to incorporate our intuition about uncertainty into decision making [45].
Furthermore, we generally agree that quantitative metrics help us refine objectives while
clarifying understanding about complexity [46]. Metrics may provide a meaningful way to
compress and communicate uncertainty while avoiding some of the information loss that may
occur if only qualitative descriptions are used. We hope that our metric assists researchers and
practitioners in finding a middle ground between uncertainty compression and uncertainty
communication or resolution.
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Appendix A: Toward a Common Definition of Resilience

C.S. Holling first defined resilience as a measure of “the persistence of systems and of their ability to absorb change and disturbance and still maintain the same relationships between populations or state variables” [8]. The definition is so important in the field that, not only has it been mentioned virtually in all related literature, but it also embraces crucial aspects of resilience as defined today. It marked the beginning of a proactive and wide-ranging approach towards ensuring well-being of a system. The same author redefined resilience as “the ability of a system to maintain its structure and patterns of behavior in the face of disturbance” [47], placing more importance on the preserved aspects of the system despite disturbance. A third definition of resilience, which builds upon the first two was provided by Holling in 1996 states that “resilience is the buffer capacity or the ability of a system to absorb perturbations, or the magnitude of disturbance that can be absorbed before a system changes its structure by changing the variables and processes that control behavior [48].” Buffer capacity represents ways to build-in unused capacity in anticipation of increased stress on the system and as a proactive measure to absorb potential shocks. The issue of time is also formally introduced for the first time; absorption is explicitly referred as a pre-event phenomenon.

Holling’s foundational work set the stage for other discipline-specific interpretations of the concept of resilience. In many engineering disciplines, the concept of resilience is tightly connected to the concept of risk. A recent exchange between two highly regarded risk and reliability researchers illustrates this intimate connection. Aven [7] resilience slightly differently and in terms of the uncertainty. The uncertainty is about and severity of the consequences given occurrence of anticipated or unanticipated disruptive event. After considering all available knowledge at a given point in time, a low probability of a system being endangered due to the
event corresponds to high resilience of the system and vice-versa. Haimes [9], on the other hand, takes a slightly different approach and defines resilience as the ability of the system to withstand a major disruption within acceptable degradation parameters and to recover within an acceptable time, and composite costs, and risks.

In 2002, Walker extended the meaning of resilience to include the ability to self-organize & adapt while undergoing changes [49]. In 2003, Kendra & Watchtendorf [50] added the notion of ‘bouncing back from a disruption as another crucial aspect of a resilient behavior.’ As the interest in understanding and applying the concept of resilience increased, particularly following the horrific 9/11 attacks and even more so in the wake of Hurricane Katrina, more definitions of a diverging nature have been offered from different system domains. Hence, the need for standardizing the meaning of resilience has become an important aspect of resilience studies. For example, the National Infrastructure Advisory Board (NIAC) argues that absence of a common definition of infrastructure resilience can prevent the efficient allocation of resources or transparent promulgation of security goals for the design of federal policies [51].

Montoya [52] identifies 45 different classes of attributes that have been linked with resilient behavior in systems and organizations. The author then aggregates these attributes following the theory developed throughout Ebeling [53] and Leenders et al. [54]. Montoya lists fourteen classes of attributes most relevant to resilience according to their aggregated frequency distribution within 209 references. These are reduced time to repair (maintainability), reliability, adaptability (flexibility), robustness (resistance), security (vulnerability issues), metrics and procedures, natural disasters, sustainability, resourcefulness and self-sufficiency, reactive vs. proactive measures, systems complexity networks, science and technology (knowledge), cross-function and efficiency [52]. Some of these can be combined further while others are salient
factors affecting resilience of a system. For instance, the metrics and procedures and natural
disasters attributes can be part of regular vulnerability analysis while resourcefulness may
subsume knowledge (science and technology, skills etc.). Resilience activities are related to
timeframes pertaining to before, during and after disruptive events. So, vulnerability analysis
should also incorporate time because a particular action or combinations are recommended for a
specific time period. In addition, cross-function surely depends on system complexity and
measure of interdependence.

The concept of resilience has evolved considerably since Holling’s foundational
definition, and many definitions of resilience currently exist, preventing a universal
understanding of resilience. Here, we discuss the evolution of the resilience concept by
surveying several published definitions. The definitions we have considered appear in Table 1,
including a brief summary and key characteristics of each.

3.4 Critical Infrastructure Resilience

Critical Infrastructure, as defined by the US Government, refers to “systems and assets,
whether physical or virtual, so vital to the United States that the incapacity or destruction of such
systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on security, national economic security,
national public health or safety, or any combination of those matters. [55] in [56]” Infrastructure
systems are prone to a range of human-caused or natural disruptive events. Resilience, in this
context, is described with ability to anticipate, absorb, adapt to and recover from the said events.
Also, bringing the system back to its original state or an adjusted state and providing minimum
level of services while undergoing changes are a necessary condition for resilience. Coordinated
planning refers to stakeholders’ role as in identifying and cooperating against common threats.
The coordination aspect is essential for resilience, impacting recovery procedures and as result should be considered in resilience planning.

3.5 Resilience as a Safety Management Paradigm

Safety, as defined by MIL-STD-882 is the freedom from those conditions that can cause death, injury, occupational illness, damage to or loss of equipment or property, or damage to the environment [57]. In the same standard, system safety is defined as the application of engineering and management principles, criteria and techniques to achieve acceptable mishap risk, within the constraints of operational effectiveness and suitability, time and cost, throughout all phases of the system life cycle. The first definition of safety seems to suggest the traditional understanding of safety as a static system property. However, the later definition of systems safety implies that safety is something that may be achieved throughout all phases of system life cycle. This is in congruence with the resilience approach which emphasizes that safety is a dynamic process and something an organization or a system does [58]. Resilience engineering is distinguished from traditional safety management in that, instead of identifying and alleviating risk factors, it aims to build on strong dimensions of a system so as to compensate for poor design or management in case of unanticipated disruptions [59]. Seen from the resilience point of view, safety is a dynamic phenomenon demonstrating how a system performs in the face of disruptions, how it can dampen the impacts on and around the system, or how it can quickly reinstate itself with minimal or no damage. Resilience in the context of safety includes the ability to anticipate, circumvent and recover rapidly from events that threaten safety. In this respect, resilience allows for a more proactive approach for handling risk factors and ensuring safety throughout the lifecycle of a system.
While a resilient system is likely to be safe, the converse is not necessarily true. Safety may be obtained at the cost of other objectives, like a system operating at less than optimal performance for the sake of ensuring safety. A Dutch railway study pointed out that passenger safety was obtained by sacrificing goals, traffic volume and punctuality. This system has predefined safety operating zones; whenever a train goes outside this prescribed area everything in the railway system stops, regroups and only after the safe operating mode is returned that the system resumes operation [60]. This system may not be designed with enough adaptive capacity and thus, not resilience. But it acquires high-level passenger safety: clearly, resilience is about more than risk and safety combined.

3.6 Organizational Resilience

Organizational resilience involves the capacity to recognize threats, evaluate the current risk analysis models used by the organization to be competitive, self-regulate, prepare for future protection efforts, and the ability to reduce likely risks as potential candidates of factors influencing the system’s resilience.

The interest in organizational resilience has developed as system complexity continues to grow. There is an ever increasing need to view safety from a holistic view of a system. Consider the case of the Space Shuttle Columbia disaster. The Columbia Accident Investigation Board (CAIB) identified a variety of factors contributing to the disaster and explained how NASA came under criticism for risky decision making. David Woods identifies a number of general patterns in this case [61]. Drift toward failures as defenses erode in the face of production is one of the likely reasons for the disaster. With increasing emphasis on productivity it is easy to lose sight of safety checks. This suggests an inability to recognize imminent threats beforehand. Consequently, there is an apparent issue in finding the right balance between production level
and working intensity. Avoiding these issues necessitates a mechanism to continuously detect how much of initial safety has been eroded at some regular interval. The CAIB reports uncovered existence of intense working habit targeted at completing project on time, thereby allowing system to capability to diminish over time. Resilience prevents this from happening by imposing ongoing safety measures calling for attention, remediation and continuous monitoring to enhance system safety.

NASA’s failure to revise its model of risk assessment, especially related to foam events during the launch of space shuttles, is another issue identified as a prevailing problem in the CAIB report. NASA was getting overconfident due to previous success stories. A resilient organization is always on alert to anticipate new challenges to its activities and avoids complacency, leaving no room for an unexpected downward spiral.

Another crucial observation revealed a discrepancy in interoperation, coordination and communication among the people involved. It was noted that decisions were made on the basis of technical data marked by appreciable uncertainty without conducting cross-checks, thereby impairing the quality of organizational decision making. A resilient organization might, however, encourage effective exchange of information among all stakeholders.

### 3.7 Socio-ecological Resilience (Coupled Ecological-Engineered Systems)

Socio-ecological systems reflect a highly interconnected relationship between society and ecosystems. Resilience of such a system of systems depends on a wide range of factors stemming from the linkages between human societies and ecosystems. The factors include changes in the social, political and environmental situations. These factors cause stress and disturbance, which a community may overcome if it is truly resilient. The interaction between actors of both subsystems further complicates the matter and increases the vulnerability of the system. Socio-
ecological resilience embodies the capacity of linked social-ecological systems to absorb recurrent disturbances in order to retain essential structures, processes and relationships [42]. Increasingly, researchers are approaching this conceptually by designing products or systems with *intrinsic* resilience rather than attempting to anticipate unforeseen shocks [39]-[41]. The intrinsic approach highlights the fact that knowledge about potential shocks is incomplete and may leave designed systems vulnerable to catastrophic failures. Consequently, researchers and engineers adopting the socio-ecological perspective of intrinsic resilience hope that “properties such as diversity, efficiency, adaptability, and cohesion [41]” will reduce the vulnerability of engineered systems in the event of unforeseen and unanticipated disruptions. In addition, Adger et al. argue that it also reflects the degree to which a complex adaptive system is capable of self-organization (versus lack of organization or organization forced by external factors) and the degree to which the system can build capacity for learning and adaptation [62].

### 3.8 Economic Resilience

Economics is one of the areas where the phenomenon of resilience is least discussed [63]. Martin’s review of the sporadic literature identifies four different dimensions of resilience relevant to economic systems in case of disturbances such as recession. These are resistance, recovery, re-orientation and resumption of the growth pattern prior to the disturbance. Resistance deals with the vulnerability to one or more of economic shocks, whereas recovery clearly stresses how quickly an economy bounces back to original performance. Re-orientation, on the other hand, refers to the ability to re-organize in an attempt to become more accommodating to anticipated or unforeseen shocks, and resumption captures the system’s tendency to retain pre-shock economic performance.
In the context of the study of engineered or infrastructure systems, economic resilience has received much greater attention. On the one hand, we have already discussed the idea that infrastructure systems are susceptible to cascading failures [56], [64], [65]. These problems can be studied using economic analysis tools derived from Leontief’s input-output approach to determine how inoperability in a subset of infrastructure systems affects the viability of others [66]. Additionally, it has been shown that infrastructure unreliability in natural hazards can compromise economic recovery. For example, Chang [67] and Chang and Shinozuka [68] have shown that natural hazard impacts to lifeline infrastructure may impose public costs orders of magnitude greater than private utility costs. Consequently, investment decisions based on private utility costs may not adequately ensure the system is designed to promote recovery of system function with respect to public or societal needs.

3.9 Summary

These definitions are the product of an evolution in the resilience concept that seems to be converging in the direction of a common definition, as these definitions share several common elements: absorptive capacity, recoverability, adaptive capacity, and retention of identity (structure and functions). Factors that affect resilience are robustness (ability to withstand a given level), resourcefulness (level of preparedness to effectively combat an adverse event), redundancy (degree of substitutability of elements of a system), rapidity (ability to return to normal operating capacity in a timely manner), interconnectedness, cross-functional stakeholders, anticipative capacity, stakeholders’ cooperation, capacity to recognize threats, evaluation of the model used to obtain and retain competence, capacity to prepare for future protection efforts, and ability to reduce likely risks [69]. In short, resilience is, a conceptual framework composed of multiple dimensions. Absorptive, adaptive, and restorative capacities
are at the center of what a system needs to do and how it needs to respond to perceived or real shocks. We denote these as the resilience capacities. The objective of resilience is to retain predetermined dimensions of system performance and identity in view of forecasted scenarios.
Table 1: A brief survey of resilience definitions from different disciplinary perspectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Infrastructure Systems</strong></th>
<th><strong>Key Properties</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Infrastructure resilience is the ability to reduce the magnitude and/or duration of disruptive events. The effectiveness of a resilient infrastructure or enterprise depends upon its ability to anticipate, absorb, adapt to, and/or rapidly recover from a potentially disruptive event [51]. | • Ability to anticipate  
• Ability to absorb  
• Ability to adapt  
• Ability to recover |
| In the context of critical infrastructure, resilience refers to:  
• Coordinated planning across sectors and networks  
• Responsive, flexible and timely recovery measures, and  
• The development of an organizational culture that has the ability to provide a minimum level of service during interruptions, emergencies and disasters, and return to full operations quickly [12]. | • Coordinated planning  
• Responsiveness  
• Flexibility  
• Timely recovery  
• Minimum level of service while undergoing changes |
| Resilience is the ability of a system to recover from adversity, either back to its original state or an adjusted state based on new requirements; building resilience requires long-term effort involving reengineering fundamental processes, both technical and social [70]. | • Ability to recover  
• Back to its original state or an adjusted state  
• Reengineering fundamental process, both technical & social |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Safety Management system</strong></th>
<th><strong>Key Properties</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Resilience refers to the ability of an organization to anticipate, circumvent threats to its existence & primary goals and rapidly recover [71]. | • Ability to anticipate  
• Ability to circumvent threats  
• Recover rapidly  
• Preserve identity & goals |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Organizational system</strong></th>
<th><strong>Key Properties</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Resilience is the ability to recognize & adapt to handle unanticipated perturbations that call into question the model of competence, and demand a shift of process, strategies and coordination [72]. | • Ability to recognize unanticipated perturbations  
• Ability to adapt  
• Evaluate existing model of competence and improve.  
• Balance of stability and flexibility  
• Adaptive capacity in the face of uncertainties  
• Self-control  
• Ability to efficiently adjust |
| Resilient organizations are therefore characterized by a balance of stability and flexibility that allows for adaptations in the face of uncertainties without losing control [73]. | • Capacity to recognize threats  
• Capacity to prepare for future protection efforts |
| It is also organization’s ability to efficiently adjust to harmful influences rather than to shun or resist them [74]. Capacity of an organization to recognize threats and hazards and make adjustments that will improve future protection efforts and risk reduction measures [11] |
Resilience is the system’s ability to sustain a shock without completely deteriorating; that is, most conceptions of resilience involve some idea of adapting to and ‘bouncing back from a disruption’ [50]

### Social-ecological system
Resilience is the ability of the system to maintain its identity in the face of change and external shocks & disturbances. Component of the system, the relationship among these components and the ability of these components & relationships to maintain themselves constitutes system identity [75]

- Ability to retain system identity (structure, interrelationships and functions)
- Persistence to change
- Ability to absorb change
- Retain relationships between people or state variables
- Ability to absorb disturbance
- Re-organize while undergoing change
- Retain the same function, structure, identity & feedbacks

### Economic system
Economic resilience refers to the inherent & adaptive responses to hazards that enable individuals and communities to avoid some potential losses. It can take place at the level of the firm, household, market, or macro economy. In contrast to the pre-event character of mitigation, economic resilience emphasizes ingenuity and resourcefulness applied during and after the event [78]

- Ability to recover
- Resourcefulness
- Ability to adapt
- Ability to withstand
- Without losing the capacity to allocate resources efficiently

### Social System
Resilience is the ability of groups or communities to cope with external stresses and disturbances as a result of social, political, and environmental change [80]. Resilience is defined as the capability of a system to maintain

- Ability to cope with stress
- Capability to maintain
its functions and structure in the face of internal and external change and to degrade gracefully when it must [81].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncategorized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resilience is the ability to resist, absorb, recover from or successfully adapt to adversity or a change in conditions [11].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience is the ability of a system to withstand a major disruption within acceptable degradation parameters and to recover within acceptable time and composite costs and risks [9].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience is the capacity of the system to tolerate disturbances while retaining its structure and function [41].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience refers to how well the system adapts and to what range or source of variation [82].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering resilience is the time of return to a global equilibrium following a disturbance. Ecological resilience is the amount of disturbance that a system can absorb before it changes state [83].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience refers to the ability of systems, infrastructures, government, business, and citizenry to resist, absorb recover from, or adapt to an adverse occurrence that may cause harm, destruction, or loss of national significance [11].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience is the ability of a social or ecological system to absorb disturbances while retaining the same basic structure and ways of functioning, the capacity for self-organization and the capacity to adapt to stress and change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience in business terms can be defined as the ability of an organization, resource or structure to sustain the impact of a business interruption and to recover, resume its operations and provide at least minimal services [84].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience can be understood as the ability of the system to reduce the chances of a shock, to absorb a shock if it occurs (abrupt reduction of performance) and to recover quickly after a shock (re-establish normal performance) [85].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>current function, structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Degrade gracefully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to resist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to absorb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to recover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to withstand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sustain acceptable degradation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recover quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Capacity to tolerate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Retain function &amp; structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Adaptive capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Latitude: range of variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Time of return to global equilibrium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Amount of disturbance absorbed before change of state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to resist,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to absorb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to recover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to adapt to harmful events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to absorb disturbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Retain structure &amp; functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Re-organizing capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Adaptive capacity to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sustain/wthstand impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Back to acceptable performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to reduce failure chances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to absorb shocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to recover quickly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Project area descriptive figures

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miles of Circuit Line</td>
<td>9.6 mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of Micropolis Area Inland</td>
<td>1 mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Area</td>
<td>0.5 mi²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Residential Customers</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Commercial, Industrial, Other Customers</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricane Category (Surge Zone)</td>
<td>3 (East of Railroad), 5 (West of Railroad)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Average absorptivity and entropy weighted resilience scores for residential and commercial districts, conditional on at least one hurricane occurring in the project-year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Residential Average Absorptivity</th>
<th>Residential Weighted Resilience Score</th>
<th>Commercial Average Absorptivity</th>
<th>Commercial Weighted Resilience Score</th>
<th>Simulated Project-Yrs w/Hurricane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1, Underground Zone 3</td>
<td>0.9744</td>
<td>4.3485</td>
<td>0.9935</td>
<td>4.4295</td>
<td>3257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2, Underground Zone 3, Commercial Area Only</td>
<td>0.9448</td>
<td>4.2005</td>
<td>0.9792</td>
<td>4.3507</td>
<td>3242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3, No Changes to System</td>
<td>0.8968</td>
<td>3.9780</td>
<td>0.9144</td>
<td>4.0573</td>
<td>3277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Resilience Framework. This framework consists of five components: System identification, vulnerability analysis (before, during and after disruption), resilience objective setting (identifying goals such as normal performance or basic identity to be achieved or sustained) stakeholder engagement (coordination, cooperation & information sharing) and resilience capacities.
Figure 2: The resilience triangle showing three major capacities that make up the resilience capacity of a system.
Figure 3. The relationship between time and system functionality. After initial disruption, an initial slack time for post-disruption actions is allotted. The final equilibrium state is assessed after a new equilibrium has been achieved.
Figure 4: Micropolis Electric Power Network. Numbered nodes are overhead poles (primarily in the east portion of the city), while the rest of the network is underground. Micropolis has 446 residential customers, 88 industrial customers, commercial, or other customers in the project area served by approximately 9.7 circuit-miles of overhead electric power distribution line.
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